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1: Oral history of Tony Kushnerâ€™s play Angels in America.
About ten years ago I was groping about in the theater for detailed information concerning it. I discovered many books, a
few answers, and more guide-posts; but, on many important subject divisions, I found nothing. Then began a quizzical
career that led me, partly through inclination and partly.

While the early American writers were struggling to find a form and a style that would give the United States
a literary voice there was already a national literature of sorts, provided by the works of Shakespeare, which
by the time of the War of Independence enjoyed a great popularity. The welding together of so many diverse
peoples into a nation, with all its conflicting beliefs, its vast geography, its bleak and desperate periods, was
accompanied by a standard to which everyone could relate â€” the universal experience contained in the plays
of Shakespeare. The young William Shakespeare was growing up during the time of the great explorers: The
British empire was establishing itself around the globe. Shakespeare left his home-town of
Stratford-upon-Avon for London around the time that the English were fighting the Spanish and he would
have seen ships sail down the Thames on their way to the New World. Travel journals were as popular as
theater-going, and stories from the new world abounded. The first recorded production in America of a play by
Shakespeare took place in in New York City â€” an amateur performance of Romeo and Juliet. This was
mainly because the dominant Puritan and Quaker religious beliefs prohibited acting, but once Romeo and
Juliet made its first appearance more followed in Philadelphia and Charleston. In , the London Company of
Comedians , under the direction of Lewis Hallam, landed in Virginia where the ban on the immigration of
actors had recently been lifted. By , the company had toured prosperous cities like Fredericksburg,
Williamsburg, and Annapolis. After the war ended, however, Washington spent much of his time restoring his
home in Mount Vernon, VA, until when the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia gave him ample
opportunity to attend the theatre. During his presidency that began two years later, Washington encouraged
theatre-going. Despite the continuing animosity towards anything British, citizens of the new nation continued
to love Shakespeare who was now equally fashionable on both sides of the Atlantic. In the 19th century
travelling companies spread the plays into every corner of the United States. The American public now had
the opportunity to see most of the plays. Shakespeare served as a unifying force throughout the century: No
other writer was so quickly assimilated into the wilderness, perhaps because his works could be presented in
the easily accessible form of drama. The blood and violence, passion and basic comedy must have had a
strong appeal to frontiersmen. As early as there were theater companies established from Montreal to the Gulf
of Mexico; from the mouth of the St. These companies produced their own plays, as well as
welcomed-primarily British-touring stars. Charles Kean began his tour in in New York and eventually
returned 15 years later through the Mississippi Valley. Ellen Tree came in ; William Macready arrived in
Philadelphia in Charles Calvert and Charles Rignold came in the s, followed by the famed Frenchwoman
Sarah Bernhardt in the s, giving her own renditions of Hamlet and Cordelia. Ben Mouton took his troupe and
their production of The Taming of the Shrew from gold mine to gold mine in a wagon decorated with scenes
from the play. The Chapmans even continued their own expansion up to the Oregon territory. John even gave
the famed Edwin Forrest a run for his money in Philadelphia with a rival production of Macbeth, but the
careers of the entire family were ruined when John shot President Lincoln in In the second half of the 19th
century there was a blossoming of American Shakespeare scholarship. As the first decade of the twentieth
century advance everything was becoming commercial, and artistic integrity became secondary to that.
Shakespeare fell out of favour because of large casts and high production costs. However, the opening of the
New Theatre in New York presented Antony and Cleopatra to acclaim, and brought Shakespeare right back
into the mainstream. In , the festival at Stratford, Ontario, opened, and a similar company opened in Stratford,
Connecticut, two years later. The play stopped in 13 cities between Boston and San Francisco, including an
evening with the Kennedys in Washington, D. By that time, the regional theatre movement in the United
States was galloping apace, with the founding of major theatres in Houston , Washington, D. Hundreds of
cities followed, each incorporating Shakespeare as a major component in their season-planning. Please take a
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Western Texas With a natural gas production of 5 billion cubic feet per day and an oil production of 1. In fact,
drilling in this area started in the s. However, since the advent of the technology available to drill for both the
oil and natural gas, companies that drill here have been able to get more from their efforts. This play offers a
large amount of both oil and natural gas. This shale extracts about 1. In addition to this, the drilling helps
extract well over 6 billion cubic feet of natural gas each day. Four companies make up about 45 percent of the
drilling that happens here. This is a large area of land, covering over miles in length. This play only offers
about 50, barrels of oil per day. On the other hand, it is one of the largest natural gas producers in the country.
Drilling in Marcellus produces about 13 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day. This is because the majority
of the drilling sites focus on the natural gas that is prevalent in the area. In fact, eight of ten drill spots on this
play are focused on getting the natural gas. However, the majority of the drilling activity happens in the
northeast section of Colorado. Texas The Barnett play has been called the largest natural gas field onshore in
the United States. It covers over 5, square miles in Texas. Because of the rock and sand that is around the
hydrocarbon deposits, this is also one of the most difficult plays to extract. Luckily, with the technology that
we have today, such as hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling, we are able to get more of these resources
than ever. Drillers on this play are able to produce about 4. Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas Haynesville play
is known as one of the big players in getting production companies to rethink their business practices and
models. It also helped significantly in lowering the price of natural gas in the United States. This play yields 6.
It produces about 1 million barrels of oil per day. The gas production is significantly less than most of the
others, only getting about 1 billion cubic feet of natural gas per day. This has long been known as a great shale
play, but until recently the technology was not available to properly drill here. It has been considered one of
the best and biggest oil discoveries in recent history. This shale play offers about 1, barrels of oil per day as
well as 47, cubic feet of natural gas. It is expected that the Anadarko-Woodford shale play has approximately
There are nearly wells across the play, and the rig count has stayed fairly over the last few years. Texas and
Oklahoma With a rich area of mineral deposits, the panhandle area of Oklahoma and Texas makes for a great
drilling area for natural gas and crude oil. There are formations at approximately 11,, feet in the Granite Wash
play. The wells in this play have up to 15 frac stages. This play produces about 27 million cubic feet of natural
gas and nearly 3, barrels per day of oil. This is also a newer play, meaning that production is expected to
increase over time. The Utica play however is one of the newest discoveries for natural gas not only in the
United States, but in all of North America. Development on the play only started in The Utica play gets about
1, barrels of oil and 9. It is possible that this will peak much higher as technology and drilling continues. With
all of the technology that has gone into the drilling, and the expanse of the shale plays, natural gas prices have
fallen in the United States in the last several years. There is hope that as more crude oil is produced in the
country, gas prices will fall as well.
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Development of musical theatre The antecedents of musical theatre in Europe can be traced back to the theatre
of ancient Greece , where music and dance were included in stage comedies and tragedies during the 5th
century BCE. Groups of actors would use outdoor Pageant wagons stages on wheels to tell each part of the
story. Poetic forms sometimes alternated with the prose dialogues, and liturgical chants gave way to new
melodies. These influenced a brief period of English opera [28] by composers such as John Blow [29] and
Henry Purcell. It would take almost a century afterwards before any play broke performances, but the record
soon reached in the late s. Colonial America did not have a significant theatre presence until , when London
entrepreneur William Hallam sent a company of actors to the colonies managed by his brother Lewis. Barnum
was operating an entertainment complex in lower Manhattan. The spectacular production, famous for its
skimpy costumes, ran for a record-breaking performances. They starred high quality singers Lillian Russell ,
Vivienne Segal and Fay Templeton instead of the ladies of questionable repute who had starred in earlier
musical forms. As transportation improved, poverty in London and New York diminished, and street lighting
made for safer travel at night, the number of patrons for the growing number of theatres increased enormously.
Plays ran longer, leading to better profits and improved production values, and men began to bring their
families to the theatre. The first musical theatre piece to exceed consecutive performances was the French
operetta The Chimes of Normandy in Pinafore and The Mikado A Trip to Coontown was the first musical
comedy entirely produced and performed by African Americans on Broadway largely inspired by the routines
of the minstrel shows , followed by ragtime -tinged shows. Cohan , who worked to create an American style
distinct from the Gilbert and Sullivan works. The most successful New York shows were often followed by
extensive national tours. He experimented with a modern-dress, family-friendly musical theatre style, with
breezy, popular songs, snappy, romantic banter, and stylish spectacle at the Gaiety and his other theatres.
These drew on the traditions of comic opera and used elements of burlesque and of the Harrigan and Hart
pieces. He replaced the bawdy women of burlesque with his "respectable" corps of Gaiety Girls to complete
the musical and visual fun. The success of the first of these, In Town and A Gaiety Girl set the style for the
next three decades. The plots were generally light, romantic "poor maiden loves aristocrat and wins him
against all odds" shows, with music by Ivan Caryll , Sidney Jones and Lionel Monckton. These shows were
immediately widely copied in America, and Edwardian musical comedy swept away the earlier musical forms
of comic opera and operetta. The Geisha was one of the most successful in the s, running for more than two
years and achieving great international success. The British musical comedy Florodora was a popular success
on both sides of the Atlantic, as was A Chinese Honeymoon , which ran for a record-setting 1, performances
in London and in New York. After the turn of the 20th century, Seymour Hicks joined forces with Edwardes
and American producer Charles Frohman to create another decade of popular shows. In the s, the team of P.
These shows built and polished the mold from which almost all later major musical comedies evolved. The
characters and situations were, within the limitations of musical comedy license, believable and the humor
came from the situations or the nature of the characters. The Princess Theatre musicals brought about a change
in approach. Wodehouse, the most observant, literate and witty lyricist of his day, and the team of Bolton,
Wodehouse and Kern had an influence felt to this day. The hit musical Irene ran for performances, a
Broadway record that held until Its run of 2, performances was more than twice as long as any previous
musical, setting a record that stood for nearly forty years. Many shows were revues , series of sketches and
songs with little or no connection between them. The best-known of these were the annual Ziegfeld Follies ,
spectacular song-and-dance revues on Broadway featuring extravagant sets, elaborate costumes and beautiful
chorus girls. Musical theatre writer Andrew Lamb notes, "The operatic and theatrical styles of
nineteenth-century social structures were replaced by a musical style more aptly suited to twentieth-century
society and its vernacular idiom. It was from America that the more direct style emerged, and in America that
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it was able to flourish in a developing society less hidebound by nineteenth-century tradition. One historian
wrote, "Here we come to a completely new genre â€” the musical play as distinguished from musical comedy.
Coward and Novello continued to deliver old fashioned, sentimental musicals, such as The Dancing Years ,
while Rodgers and Hart returned from Hollywood to create a series of successful Broadway shows, including
On Your Toes , with Ray Bolger , the first Broadway musical to make dramatic use of classical dance , Babes
in Arms and The Boys from Syracuse Porter added DuBarry Was a Lady The longest-running piece of
musical theatre of the s was Hellzapoppin , a revue with audience participation, which played for 1,
performances, setting a new Broadway record. The Cradle Will Rock , directed by Orson Welles , was a
highly political pro- union piece that, despite the controversy surrounding it, ran for performances. Cohan as
President Franklin D. The motion picture mounted a challenge to the stage. Silent films had presented only
limited competition, but by the end of the s, films like The Jazz Singer could be presented with synchronized
sound. In fact, it continued to evolve thematically beyond the gags and showgirls musicals of the Gay Nineties
and Roaring Twenties and the sentimental romance of operetta, adding technical expertise and the fast-paced
staging and naturalistic dialogue style led by director George Abbott. It drew rave reviews, set off a box-office
frenzy and received a Pulitzer Prize. Everett and Paul R. Laird wrote that this was a "show, that, like Show
Boat, became a milestone, so that later historians writing about important moments in twentieth-century
theatre would begin to identify eras according to their relationship to Oklahoma! The examples they set in
creating vital plays, often rich with social thought, provided the necessary encouragement for other gifted
writers to create musical plays of their own". Some of these musicals treat more serious subject matter than
most earlier shows: The story is set during wartime and concerns three sailors who are on a hour shore leave in
New York City, during which each falls in love. The show also gives the impression of a country with an
uncertain future, as the sailors and their women also have. The formula for the Golden Age musicals reflected
one or more of four widely held perceptions of the "American dream":
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Plot[ edit ] Part One: Joe hesitates to accept out of concern for his agoraphobic , valium -addicted wife Harper,
who refuses to move. Harper suspects that Joe does not love her in the same way she loves him, which is
confirmed when Joe confesses his homosexuality. Harper retreats into drug-fueled escapist fantasies, including
a dream where she crosses paths with Prior even though the two of them have never met in the real world.
Torn by pressure from Roy and a burgeoning infatuation with Louis, Joe drunkenly comes out to his
conservative mother Hannah, who reacts badly. Concerned for her son, she sells her house in Salt Lake City
and travels to New York to help repair his marriage. Meanwhile, a drug-addled Harper has fled their apartment
after a confrontation with Joe, wandering the streets of Brooklyn believing she is in Antarctica as Joe and
Louis tentatively begin an affair. Defiantly refusing to publicly admit he is gay, Roy instead declares he has
liver cancer. Facing disbarment for borrowing money from a client, Roy is determined to beat the case so he
can die a lawyer and he attempts to position Joe in the Justice Department with the aim of having a friend in a
useful place. When Joe at last refuses his offer, he flies into a rage and collapses in pain. As he awaits
transport to the hospital, he is visited by the ghost of Ethel Rosenberg , whom he prosecuted in her trial for
espionage, and who was executed after Roy illegally lobbied the judge for the death penalty. Prior begins to
hear an angelic voice telling him to prepare for her arrival, and receives visits from a pair of ghosts who claim
to be his own ancestors, who inform him he is a prophet. Prior does not know if these visitations are caused by
an emotional breakdown or if they are real. At the end of Part One, Prior is visited by an angel , who crashes
through his bedroom ceiling and proclaims that "the Great Work" has begun. Perestroika[ edit ] At the funeral
of a friend, a shaken Prior relates his encounter with the Angel to Belize. God, bored with the angels, made
mankind with the power to change and create. The progress of mankind on Earth caused Heaven to suffer
earthquake-like tremors and physically deteriorate. Finally, on the day of the San Francisco earthquake in ,
God abandoned Heaven. The Angel brings Prior a message for mankindâ€”"stop moving! Belize believes that
Prior is projecting his own fears of abandonment into an elaborate hallucination, but Prior suspects that his
illness is the prophecy taking physical form, and that the only way the Angel can force him to deliver her
message is to die. Roy lands at the hospital in the care of Belize, where his condition rapidly declines. He
manages to use his political clout to acquire a private stash of the experimental drug AZT , at the expense of
withholding the drug from participants in a drug trial. Alone in a hospital, Cohn finds himself increasingly
isolated, with only Belize, who despises him, and the ghost of Ethel for company. Joe visits Roy, who is near
death, and receives a final, paternal blessing from his mentor. However, when Joe confesses he has left Harper
for a man, Roy rejects him in a violent reaction of fear and rage, ordering him to return to his wife and cover
up his indiscretion. The two share a spark of recognition from their shared dream, and witness a vision of Joe
and Louis together. The confrontation turns violent, and Joe punches Louis in the face, ending their affair.
Ethel Rosenberg watches Roy suffer and decline before delivering the final blow as he lies dying: He has been
disbarred after all. Delirious, Roy seems to mistake Ethel for his mother, begging her to comfort him, and
Ethel sings a Yiddish Lullaby as Roy appears to pass away. However, with a sudden burst of energy he reveals
that he has tricked her, viciously declaring that he has finally beaten her by making her sing. He then collapses
and dies. He asks Louis to recite the Kaddish for Roy. Unseen by the living, Ethel guides Louis through the
prayer, symbolically forgiving Roy before she departs for the hereafter. Prior, who has jealously started
stalking Joe, collapses from pneumonia while visiting the Mormon center and Hannah rushes him back to the
hospital. Prior tells her about his vision and is surprised when Hannah accepts this, based on her belief in
angelic revelations within the Mormon church. At the hospital, the Angel reappears enraged that Prior rejected
her message. Prior climbs into Heaven and tells the other angels that he refuses to deliver their message, as
without progress, humanity will perish, and begs them for more Life, no matter how horrible the prospect
might be. He returns to his hospital bed, where he awakes from his vision with his fever broken and his health
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beginning to recover. He makes amends with Louis, but refuses to take him back. The play concludes in Prior
and Louis are still separated, but Louis, along with Belize, remains close in order to support and care for Prior,
and Hannah has found new perspective on her rigid beliefs, allowing her to accept her son as he is and forge a
friendship with Prior. Prior, Louis, Belize, and Hannah gather before the angel statue in Bethesda Fountain ,
discussing the fall of the Soviet Union and what the future holds. Prior talks of the legend of the Pool of
Bethesda , where the sick were healed. Characters[ edit ] The play is written for eight actors, each of whom
plays two or more roles. Throughout the play, he experiences various heavenly visions. When the play begins,
he is dating Louis Ironson. His best friend is a nurse named Belize. He meets Joe Pitt and later begins a
relationship with him. Harper Pitt â€” An agoraphobic Mormon housewife with incessant Valium -induced
hallucinations. After a revelation from Prior whom she meets when his heavenly vision and her hallucination
cross paths , she discovers that her husband is gay and struggles with it, considering it a betrayal of her
marriage. Joe eventually abandons his wife for a relationship with Louis. Throughout the play, he struggles
with his sexual identity. Roy Cohn â€” A closeted gay lawyer, based on real life Roy Cohn. Just as in history,
it is eventually revealed that he has contracted HIV and the disease has progressed to AIDS, which he insists is
liver cancer to preserve his reputation. She moves to New York after her son drunkenly comes out to her on
the phone. She arrives to find that Joe has abandoned his wife. Played by the actor playing Hannah. A smooth
talking agent for the International Order of Travel Agents. Played by the actor playing Belize. Emily â€” A
smart-mouthed nurse who attends to Prior. Played by the actor playing the Angel. Played by the actor playing
Harper. Ethel Rosenberg â€” The ghost of a woman executed for being a Communist spy, based on the real
life Ethel Rosenberg. She visits Roy, whom she blames for her conviction and execution. Prior 1 was a
gloomy Yorkshire farmer from the 13th century while Prior 2 was a 17th-century British aristocrat. Played by
the actors playing Joe and Roy, respectively. Played by the actor playing Prior. Played by the actor playing
Joe. He is played by the actor playing Joe. She is played by the actor playing the Angel. The two sons, Caleb
and Orrin, are voiced offstage by the actors playing Belize and the Angel respectively. They are the Angels
Europa played by the actor playing Joe , Africanii played by the actor playing Harper , Oceania played by the
actor playing Belize , Asiatica played by the actor playing Hannah , Australia played by the actor playing
Louis , and Antarctica played by the actor playing Roy. Production history[ edit ] Front cover of the
programme for the National Theatre production of part one of the play. It was performed several times as
staged readings by both the Eureka Theatre during the world premiere of part one in , and the Mark Taper
Forum in May In November it received its London debut in a National Theatre production on the Cottesloe
stage, in repertory with a revival of Millennium Approaches, again directed by Declan Donnellan. Wolfe ,
with Millennium Approaches performed on May 4 and Perestroika joining it in repertory on November 23,
closing December 4, Among the replacements during the run were F. The published script indicates that
Kushner made a few revisions to Perestroika in the following year. These changes officially completed the
work in Johnson as Joe Pitt, Barbara E. The production finished its season on July Asia premiered the play in
its entirety in by the New Voice Company in the Philippines. The production received critical praise and
launched the new theater company. Staging[ edit ] Kushner prefers that the theatricality be transparent. In his
notes about staging, he writes: This must be an actor-driven event. The choice to have "no blackouts" allows
audiences to participate in the construction of a malleable theatrical world. One of the many theatrical devices
in Angels is that each of the eight main actors has one or several other minor roles in the play. For example,
the actor playing the nurse, Emily, also plays the Angel, Sister Ella Chapter a real estate agent , and a
homeless woman. This doubling and tripling of roles encourages the audience to consider the elasticity of, for
example, gender and sexual identities.
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You can find new stories here. Within two years it had won the Pulitzer Prize and begun a New York run that
would dominate the Tony Awards two years in a row, revitalize the nonmusical play on Broadway, and
change the way gay lives were represented in pop culture. Both parts of Angels, Millennium Approaches and
Perestroika, put gay men at the center of American politics, history, and mythology at a time when they were
marginalized by the culture at large and dying in waves. It launched the careers of remarkable actors and
directors, not to mention the fiercely ambitious firebrand from Louisiana who wrote itâ€”and rewrote it, and
rewrote it, and rewrote it again. But the play also financially wiped out the theater that premiered it; it endured
casting and production tumult at every stage of development, from Los Angeles to London to Broadway; its
ambitious, sprawling two-part structure tested the endurance of players, technicians, and audiences. Tony
Kushner playwright of Angels in America: A dancer that I had a huge crush on, a very sweet man and very
beautiful. I got an NEA directing fellowship at the repertory theater in St. Louis, and right before I left New
York, I heard through the grapevine that he had gotten sick. And then, in November, he died. Advertisement
And I had this dream: And then I wrote a poem. It was many pages long. After I finished it, I put it away. No
one will ever see it. I guess we met the fall of , I wanna say? He was on the side of the Village Voice. He was
directing a play I acted in called Age of Assassins. It was a wonderful play about Emma Goldman and these
five anarchist assassinations. I had to kill the empress of Austria. We moved in together in Brooklyn like six
months later, something like that. We were on Clinton Street down near Luquer. We formed a ragtag theater
company with a number of other people. Three of them were people he met at the U. Plaza Hotel, where he
used to work in the switchboard office. All of us were pulled pretty much into his vortex. It sat 28 people. And
that thing was packed out every night. This beautiful redheaded dancer with a little moustache would come in
and quote some Hitler. I can remember how disappointed Tony was. Oskar Eustis dramaturg, Eureka Theatre,
â€”88; artistic director, â€”89; co-director of the Los Angeles production: It was the spring of There was no
late seating. I sang along with it! It was a eureka moment. I just knew I was in the presence of a major artist,
and one that had the same concerns I have. Oskar was kind of already something of a legendary figure in
theater. The Eureka had interested me, because it was kind of a progressive, serious left theater in San
Francisco. I flew Tony out to meet the company and talk about Bright Room. I was innocent enough to think
what a gay writer wanted to do as soon as I picked him up was go to Candlestick Park and watch a Giants
game. He was very polite about it. We were justâ€”who is this kid? We produced Bright Room Called Day.
Oskar directed the show. Spinella was in it. It was a seminal event for us. It featured our company, we were
introducing a writer into the field. We were saying we believe in this guy. Oskar asked me, after that had
opened and closed, if I would do a play on commission. I wanted to call it Angels in America. I thought that
was great. My titles usually suck. Andy Holtz business manager, Eureka Theatre, â€” Here we are, the
political theater founded in the epicenter of this epidemic, we have to do this play! And the rights went to
Berkeley Rep. A Bright Room Called Day was three hours long, and Oskar felt very strongly that it would be
better if it had been shorter. The contract of the Eureka offer stipulated that the new play could not be longer
than two hours. And I wanted songs in it, so I made them include that it would have songs. So it was gonna be
a two-hour play, with songs. We knew it had to have parts for the core actors in the Eureka. We had four
actors, three of them were women, so it had to have parts for three women. Tony complained for a long time,
What is this play about gay men doing with these women? I was really moved by it. An overwhelmed Louis
abandons Prior and falls for Joe Pitt, a closeted clerk at the federal courthouse where he works. Joe, a
Mormon, struggles with his relationships with Louis; with his anxious, pill-popping wife, Harper; and with
Roy Cohn, the power broker who wants Joe to move to Washington to be his eyes and ears in the Reagan
administration. Watching over all these tangled relationships is the Angel, who has a message for humanity
and who chooses Prior as the prophet who will deliver it. This was , in the heart of San Francisco. We knew it
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had to be responsive to the AIDS crisis. Dennis Harvey San Francisco theater critic: So much of the area felt
absolutely consumed by the epidemic. Anne Darragh Harper in San Francisco: AIDS was so horrible, it was so
horrible, it was a lethal diagnosis. You went from lesions to death and people were afraid to sit on toilet seats,
and people with AIDS were so vilified. Frank Rich chief theater critic, the New York Times, â€” If you were
on the theater beat, you had to notice that young men, featured actors, no one super famous yet, were dying.
The theater caught up with it relatively fast, at least by the standards of American pop culture. I remember
going to a hospital with a man who I was working with. It was at the time when the food service people were
not required to come into the room. They could leave the trays outside the door. They were covered like
astronauts. The first director who hired me at Arena Stage in D. When I did The Ritz, that was a big cast.
Eighty percent of that cast died of AIDS. Prior shits his pants and has blood all over him. I want people to see
AIDS. Tony knew he wanted to write about Roy Cohn. He made specific reference to an obituary that Robert
Sherrill had written in the Nation. Cohn was rumored to have humped, or been humped by, â€¦ his
dirt-supplying pal J. I was on a plane, and this man next to me said he had a case against Roy once. I knew it
was about Roy Cohn. I knew it was about AIDS. I took the F train into Manhattan daily to go to school. And
the summer before I left to go to St. Not just even in terms of Roy Cohn and certain kind of overlaps with the
McCarthy era. But also the Mormon church, the most American creation among religions. And the sense of
the sweep of the country over roughly a century, going back to immigration in the 19th century. The Taper,
Too staged a workshop of Millennium in May We got the grant and figured, Wow, I guess we better write the
play then. And patience is of course a synonym for blown deadlines.
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8: Musical theatre - Wikipedia
Ellen McLaughlin in the Broadway production of Angels in America. (Joan Marcus) (Joan Marcus) Ellen McLaughlin and
Stephen Spinella in the Broadway production of Angels in America.

9: Angels in America - Wikipedia
Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on National Themes is a two-part play by American playwright Tony
www.enganchecubano.com work won numerous awards, including the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, the Tony Award for
Best Play, and the Drama Desk Award for Outstanding Play.
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